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ABSTRACT

We have developed a new paradigm, based on

massively parallel analog processing coupled with

a MEMs micro-mirror device, for developing

intelligent vision systems that is capable of

performing adaptive optics at rates exceeding 1

kHz and 3D imaging at bandwidths exceeding 100

Hz. The design and modeling methodologies

associated with our smart vision chip are presented

along with experimental results that characterize

its performance.  We also present design and

modeling methodologies of our micro-mirror

devices along with experimental results that

characterize their performance in typical adaptive

optic systems. Finally, we present modeling and

simulation methodologies of adaptive optics

systems along with experimental results used to

design and test an adaptive optic system. The

design and modeling methodologies that are

presented lend themselves to facilitating the design

and development of a wide variety other

sophisticated vision systems.  In addition to speed,

our approach offers advantages in low cost batch

fabrication, compact size, low power consumption,

and radiation tolerance, making it ideal for many

applications.

INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Research Laboratory’s (AFRL)

aggressive pursuit of reducing the size and weight

of satellite systems for advanced space missions is

providing a vital thrust to the development of

systems-on-a-chip. Adaptive optics technologies

offer tremendous potential in reducing the weight

and cost of space-based optical systems.
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 In

addition to reduction in weight, the adaptive optics

techniques presented offer advantages in size, cost,

speed and performance.  At the heart of the

adaptive optic systems presented is a VLSI hybrid

wavefront reconstructor chip. By allowing much

of the processing to be in the analog domain, the

processing throughput is increased beyond what
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purely digital-based systems can achieve.

Moreover, extremely high accuracy performance

can be achieved. This approach also naturally

supports analog feedback control for the

continuous positioning of individual mirrors or

positioning of actuators in a continuous adaptive

optic element for a wide variety of applications.
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The processor architecture, a hybrid of digital and

analog design approaches, has inherent re-

programmability enables it to be adapted to a wide

variety of optical processing algorithms, mirror

types, and changing conditions. The architecture

also enables the system to adapt to changing

missions or even conditions, such as radiation

degradation of the electronics, failure of mirror

elements, or shock damage to the optics.  The

wavefront processor can be used with virtually all

wavefront sensors and is use with Hartmann,

shearing, phase diversity, phase unwrapping, and a

correlation based wavefront sensor are presented

along with experimental results characterizing the

performance of each system. The design and

modeling methodologies associated with our

silicon based adaptive optic system, which we

refer to as our silicon eye, are presented along with

experimental results that characterize its

performance.  We also present design and

modeling methodologies of our micro-mirror

devices along with experimental results that

characterize their performance in typical adaptive

optic systems. Finally, we present modeling and

simulation methodologies of adaptive optics

systems along with experimental results used to

design a closed-loop adaptive optic system.  The

design and modeling methodologies that are

presented lend themselves to facilitating the design

and development of a wide variety other

sophisticated vision systems.

WAVEFRONT SENSOR

The classical reconstructor was invented at Itek

Corporation over 20 years ago. We show a hybrid

technique that significantly improves on the

performance of the classical analog reconstructor,

while overcoming their negative aspects. To

achieve this we designed and fabricated a VLSI

reconstructor chip which is discussed later along

with experimental results that characterize their
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performance  in adaptive optic systems.
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 For a

typical Harmann wavefront, sensor, shown in

figure 1, the number of sub-aperture tilts to be

processed will be about two times the number of

actuators in the deformable mirror. The time for

processing of any sample tilt measurement (from

the time of the detector readout to the updating of

the actuator drive signal) is assumed to be no

greater that 100 microseconds, with 50 micro

seconds allocated to the reconstructor delay.

There are certain accuracy requirements for the

various algorithms. However, it is assumed that

the output of the wavefront reconstructor prior to

the time-integrators is maintained at no less than

eight bits. These requirements are based on an

overall Strehl budget for reconstructor

imperfections of 5%. At this time we simply state

that such an analysis of requirements is both

possible and desirable.
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Figure 1.  Schematic illustrating the operation of a

Hartmann Wavefront Sensor.

MEMs MICRO-MIRRORS

The Air Force Research laboratory currently has a

test die containing an 8x8 piston mirror array,

shown in figure 2,  fabricated using the four-layer

planarized SUMMiT process at Sandia National

Laboratories.  Testing of this and follow-on arrays

will yield a final array with optical and electrical

characteristics which far exceed any piston

micromirror currently available in any laboratory.

The main array occupies the center of the die and

is connected to the outside tier of bond pads.

Figure 3 shows the details of an individual mirror

design. SUMMiT has a combination of features

not found in other MEMS fabrication processes,

such as a chemical-mechanically polished upper

surface, 1 micron design rules, and four releasable

layers.  One of these layers is only 1 micron thick,

allowing extremely low drive voltages.  Current 4-

flexure mirrors can be designed for actuation at

less than 10V, making it possible to drive them

with standard CMOS circuitry.

The multiple releasable layers allow all of the

wiring and flexures to be completely hidden under

the polished optical surface, resulting in near-

optimum active mirror area coverage.  This is an

important consideration not only for optical

efficiency, but also in applications where stray

light leakage into the mechanism limits power

handling capability. The multiple layers also

allows us to shield the wiring so the optical surface

can be metalized after the release etch.  Thus the

optical surface of choice can be deposited without

concern over its survival through the harsh release

etch.  Another advantage of post-release

metalization is that the entire active area is

covered, unlike drawn metal which requires a

margin between the edge of the metal and the edge

of the polysilicon upper plate.  These capabilities,

coupled with the hidden-flexure/post metalization

design techniques, give the 8x8 test array of 100

micron square mirrors an active area coverage of

97.7%.  This high active area coverage offers

unprecedented to diffraction-limited imaging with

minimal light loss.

 Figure 2 shows an 8x8 array of 80 micron square

mirrors.  Note that only mirror surfaces are visible,

and the only area lost is due to the 1 micron gaps

between the mirrors, the etch holes, and the anchor

posts.  This array has an active area coverage of

95.3%, and there are no topological effects from

the underlying layers. Referring to figure 3, the

details of a typical flexure beam piston

micromirror which takes full advantage of the

SUMMiT capabilities.  These 80 micron square

mirrors achieve 97.3% active mirror surface

coverage.  The layers left to right are: Poly0 layer

used for wiring throughout the array; Poly1 used

for the flexures because it is the thinnest layer,

poly1 is also used for metalization gutters (square

frames surrounding the spiral flexures) to prevent

post-release metalization from shorting the wiring;

Poly2 is used for the lower electrode of the

electrostatic actuator; Poly3 forms the upper

electrode and is also the planarized surface - note

the total lack of topological effects at this level.



  

 Figure 2.  Array of MOEMs Micro-Mirrors.

Figure 3.  Details of the structure of the micro-

mirrors.

 WAVEFRONT RECONSTRUCTION
USING A SMART VISION CHIP

The floor plan of the wavefront reconstructor chip

is shown in figure 4 and resembles that of a static

RAM.   The major subsystems of the solver are the

row decoder, the column decoder, the output

buffer, the boundary cells, and the 14 x 14 array of

interior resistive cells. Figure 5 shows the

schematic of the interior resistive cell.  A sample

and hold circuit stores the input voltage on an

input capacitor.  An operational transconductance

amplifier converts the input voltage into a bi-

directional current.  That current is injected onto

the cell node and its effect is spread to four nearest

neighbors through CMOS resistors biased in the

ohmic region.  The output voltage is sampled

using a source follower.  The cell can be reset to

ground via a reset line in order to be able to

compensate for the DC offset voltage in the source

possible to inject a static DC current through a

current mirror for testing the array.
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Figure 4. Wavefront reconstructor chip floor plan.
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Figure 5. Wavefront  Reconstructor.  (a)

Schematic of interior resistive cell.  (b) Layout of a

single cell .



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

  Data measured from  the smart vision  chip is

shown in figure 6 as a function of the radius of the

defocus aberration.  In order to characterize the

wavefront reconstructor, we set up a simple two

lens imaging system that can be adjusted to

introduce the desired aberration. Defocus can

easily be induced by moving one of the lenses dz

(microns) to produce the desired amount of

defocus aberration on the photo-detectors. The

centroids were then computed and fed into the

smart vision chip.  Assuming a linear relationship

between current and the defocus coefficient, the

theoretical amount of defocus (bottom curve)

agrees quite favorably to the value reconstructed

by the smart vision chip (top curve). Virtually all

of the error is due to the error in the centroids. The

appropriate current is injected into each node.  A

small-signal resistance of 200 kΩ  exists between

neighboring cells.   From figure 7 we see the

wavefront reconstructor chip accurately produces

characteristic shape for each aberration, as

expected.  The inherent smoothing enables the

reconstructor chip to accurately compute the

aberration.  We are currently evaluating the vision

chip in order to optimize its operation in an

adaptive optics system.

Figure 6. Wavefront reconstructor chip for (a)

defocus.
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